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Introduction 
While it is true that comics studies have been influenced by literary studies, including the author-
centric hierarchization and its romantic vision of the creator, leading to the “dead white male” 
syndrome, it is also true that there is a lag between both fields since the canon has been debated 
for a while in literary studies and only recently in comics studies. The debates  raged during the 
1980s and 1990s, producing radical changes in the teaching of literature in the last decades not only 
in universities but also in high schools (although more quickly in some institutions (e.g., Californian 
Universities) than in others (e.g., in Mississippi schools where the canon is still mostly understood in 
its Christian meaning)). One probably could say that because of multiculturalist policies in Canada, 
although certainly still insufficient, the debates about and the implementation of some changes 
were also quite quick in Canadian schools.1  
If Bart Beaty and Benjamin Woo’s book (The Greatest …, 2015) on the topic of the comics canon was 
not the first to address the issue, it was the first to do so systematically. As stated by Beaty and 
Woo in the book’s acknowledgment,  while teaching a seminar on “the comics canon”, “comic 
studies has been shaped by ideological and methodological assumptions that remain unstated” [p. 
V.]. The goal of their book is then to make these assumptions explicit and show that they are based 
on the value system of the period. According to the title, the book is about the American canon, 
that is, American classifications made through American institutions (e.g., MLA), although they do 
use also a German data base (Bonner), and, although the list mostly names  American (US) comic 
books (Art Spiegelman, Alison Bechdel, Frank Miller, Gene Luan yang, …), it also includes non-
American, like British (Gaiman, Moore), French (Satrapi), … and even Canadian ones (Dave Sim and 
Jillian Tamaki).  
In this article (of which this 3-page paper is a summary), I  want to reflect on the Canadian comics 
canon that would be come out of the academic publications. My methodology is based on both a 
qualitative and quantitative analysis of these academic publications about Canadian comics (their 
number, the nationality or university affiliation of their authors, their length, their year of 
publication,…). The list is available on the “Beyond the 2 Solitudes” website (www.). It currently 
enumerates about 150 publications, articles and books. In the full article, I will also use other 
sources (e.g., sales, …) to see if they support the canon based on this provisional list of academic 
publications. I then present  3 tables: one with the authors of the comics and their characteristics 
[gender, ethnic group, …]; one with the authors of the academic publications [gender, ethnic group, 
nationality/affiliation], and the third one evaluates the frequency of the work. 
Provisional result of the analysis of the first corpus 
First, based on this bibliography of over 150 articles and books focusing exclusively or mainly (at 
least 30%) on Canadian comics, one can conclude that they are produced by about 120 academic 
authors. This implies that many of these academics published only one article, either because they 
are young scholars starting their career, or because their main interest is not Canadian comics per 
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se but other perspectives, such as genre or the semiotics of comics. They may have taken Canadian 
comics only as an example to further discuss their larger field of interest. Second, one can also 
classify these academic authors into three groups: the first are mostly Canadian or Canadian-
affiliated scholars (60+), the second group is comprised of American-affiliated scholars (30+) and 
the third group  is of other, various nationalities (20+). 

A third conclusion comes from the authors’ table, which reveals that  2 authors are 
much ahead. Seth (1962) and Brown (1960) have more than 15 studies dedicated to each of 
them (10% each). Both are creators of alternative comics rather than mainstream comics. 
Neither speak French, are in any way artistically connected to Québec or to Francophone 
culture and they are influenced by the Anglo-Saxon, mostly American, comics tradition. Both 
are also senior white males who mostly deal with older white and/or male issues from a male 
perspective with a male protagonist (the white dominated world of the 50-60s; collecting comic 
strips from American male-oriented magazines; male friendship, male sexuality; female 
prostitution; ... ). Brown’s work, Louis Riel (more in the analysis of the work classification in the 
full paper), is the most analyzed of all Canadian books and is a significant exception in that it is 
about the famous Métis historical character, but females are totally absent (Cutrara). 

In the third place comes O’Malley (born in 1979) with only one work, Scott Pilgrim (vol. 
1, 2004). This comic is the antithesis of the books produced by the first two authors, since it is 
mainstream, youth-oriented, and influenced by foreign comics tradition (manga) and a non-
comics media (video games). It was (and still is) a  global success, partly due to the adaptation 
of the comics to a movie and some video games, which also shows its connection with the 
mixed media  world, contrary to Seth and Brown. [More on the work list analysis in the full 
paper]. 

I called the fourth position Indigenous, which requires an explanation since it is clearly 
not an author. The first reason I chose a generic title is that this is the most obvious and 
common group of artists that are studied as an agglomerate. It has 7 publications (4.7%). 
Second, although this could be problematic as a remnant of colonial stereotyping, The choice of 
this generic title is due to the fact that many Indigenous comics are produced for educational 
reasons and therefore they are not created with the same publishing author-centered ideology. 
Third, some other academic articles in this list study a group of artists together either in their 
interpersonal relations (Beaty 2011) or in a comparative way (Miller and Pratt, 2004). Fourth, 
we’ll see below that 3 Indigenous artists are studied as individual creators. 

In fifth position with 6 publications (4.5%) is Julie Doucet (born in 1965) who is the first 
female artist out of 3 and the first and only Francophone in the top 10 with more than one hit. 
However, she is also the most Anglo-oriented Francophone artist for 3 reasons. First, she 
translated her own work in English, often very quickly with the major Canadian Anglophone 
publisher, D&Q; second, her influencers are most often presented  almost exclusively as 
Anglophone (e.g., Crumb); third, she lived in New York and Seattle, where she spent most of 
her creative career as a comics artist. 

Jillian Tamaki (born in 1980) is an interesting 6th place, also with  6 publications (4,5%). 
Like O’Malley, her work is primarily  young-adult-oriented, dealing with sexual (non-binary) and 
textual fluidity, since she is influenced by multiple foreign sources (manga and  also other 
cosmopolitan traditions, including French, Italian, Israeli, …). Although also inscribed within the 
alternative tradition, these characteristics place her in stark contrast with the first 2 place-



holders (Seth and Brown). This is also reinforced by the age and gender of the academics 
writing about her work.  

Jeff Lemire (born in 1976) is interesting because each of the 4 articles about him deals 
with a different book, except for one, Sweet Tooth (2009-2013) which features in 2 publications 
(the second one is very recent, Clint Jones 2019). Lemire is the third white male of this top 10, 
but he is also the youngest one and is much more open to mainstream comics and to 
contemporary issues that are not only male- and/or self-oriented. In fact, he criticizes male and 
anthropo-centered world. 

The 4th white male is a contrast to Lemire. As shown by Beaty and Woo (2015, 121-131), 
Dave Sim (born in 1956, and therefore the oldest of all 4) was at the top of the canon until he 
started to crazily ramble against feminism and cry over the loss of white male privileges at the 
peak of the canon debate (late 1990s-2000s). His fall from favor is confirmed here since, of the 
5 articles on him and his work (3.5%), 2 are about and from the beginning of his career 
(Gabilliet 1989, 1993) and 2 others are remarkable books but that demonstrate his white 
phallocentrism (Hoffman and Grace).2 

The next 3 places are occupied by Indigenous artists, David Alexander Robertson (born 
in 1977), Michael Nicoll Yahgulanaas (1954), and not an author but a character, Nelvana 
(1941). Without a doubt, this good standing of Indigenous productions is partly due to the rise 
of the multiculturalist discourse (in a Foucauldian sense) in Canada, and even more to  the rise 
of  pro-Indigenous discourse in Canadian academia. Although these three examples are not very 
recent, the academic publications on them are  (after 2015). However, it is worth noting  that 
although the above mentioned artists  produced several comics works, they are each studied 
for a single one: for Robertson it is 7 Generations (compiled ed., 2012) with 4 publications and 
for Yahgulanaas, Red: Haida Manga (2014) with 3 publications. As for Nelvana, she is a 
character that was inspired by  Indigenous folklore. She was created and whitened by Adrian 
Dingle (born in 1911), in 1941, that is, at the beginning of WWII ( a couple of months before 
Wonder Woman!) when many women took the jobs left by their male counterparts who had 
left  to fight the Nazis. Three academic publications recently rediscovered her. Interestingly 
though, the number of studies of Indigenous positions with 17 (10+7) publications (12%). 

Similarly Nina Bunjevac (born in 1973) wrote only two books and the second one very 
recently (2019). She rose quickly as a prominent reference in the graphic novel world with three 
articles in 5 years;  her first work, Fatherland (2014), is best-known. This can be at least partly 
explained by the fact that her graphic novel deals with the failure of multiculturalism in ex-
Yugoslavia, in an academic world also increasingly interested in marginality (immigration, 
alternative genre, and from “new Europe”--Kuhlman, 2020). 

All this reveals a classification that indeed is anchored in its Canadian contemporary 
academic multiculturalist context with only 4 white males (2 older ones, and one almost unread 
today), but tied with 4 female artists (2 younger ones and 2 minorities—Nelvana, Tamaki) and 6 
from non-white minorities who alsodeal with much broader and contemporary issues, societal 
–heteronormativity, race, …--and maybe also aesthetic—manga, video games, …--. This is even 
more apparent  if one contrasts this list with the one drawn by Beaty and Woo (p. 7), where, in 
the MLA case, the top ten had 2 women and only one visible minority, and no Native 
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Americans. The Bonn case is an even poorer reflection of diversity, since there is only 1 female 
artist (Satrapi) in the top 10 and no visible minorities at all, although one can argue that these 
two lists are from 2015 and that in the last 5 years, the list would probably be at least a bit 
more favorable to these two categories. 
//////////////////////////////// 
Bonn list from Beaty and Woo (2015, p. 7) 
 

 Cartoonist Bonn  

1 Alan Moore  347  

2 Art Spiegelman  237  

3 Chris Ware  113  
4 Neil Gaiman  89  

5 Frank Miller 77  

6 Marjane Satrapi  54 1st woman 
1st non-native English-speaker 

7 Alison Bechdel  54  

8 Crumb 48  
9 Grant Morrison  47  

10 Joe Sacco  44  

11 Jaime Hernandez  43 1st visible minority 
12 Daniel Clowes  26  

13 Linda Barry  22  
14 Jack Kirby  19  

15  Luen Yang, Gene 16  

16 Dave Sim  15  

 
 


